EUROPEAN STUDIES PROGRAMME
MUNICH – BERLIN – BRUSSELS

January 3 - 25, 2020

EUROPEAN STUDIES PROGRAMME + GERMAN LANGUAGE CLASS

The European Union in Crisis: Analysing the past, the present and the future of European cooperation

The programme introduces students to the European Union and analyses the EU’s handling of its different recent crises. The German course is complementary to the European Studies summer academy. The programme takes place in three European cities.

ACADEMIC HOST
• Chair of Political Systems and European Integration at LMU (GSI)
• Center for Applied Policy Research (CAP)

TARGET GROUP
Students from all faculties with an interest in European integration, international relations, science and technology

AIM OF THE COURSE
• To provide students with an introduction to European politics
• Focus on the most recent crises in the EU and the EU’s role in international affairs
• Immersion into the European and the German culture in particular
• Intercultural and interdisciplinary exchange with fellow course participants
• To offer a German language course complementary to the European Studies Programme

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
• English (European Studies course)
• German (German language course)

DATES/DEADLINES
• January 3 – 25, 2020
• Application deadline October 1, 2019

PARTICIPANTS NO
18 participants

CONTACT HOURS/CREDITS
• 60 contact hours European Studies classes
• 30 contact hours German language classes
• 9 ECTS credits

COSTS
• € 400,00 Registration fee
• € 1,200,00 Tuition
• € 520,00 Housing fee Munich
• € 250,00 Housing fee Berlin
• € 200,00 Housing fee Brussels

= 2,570 EUR (approx 3875.00 AUD)

WAIVER
Ask your university’s international office whether a LMU waiver is available

FURTHER INFORMATION/ REGISTRATION
WWW.EU-MISU.DE

LUDWIG-MAXIMILIANS-UNIVERSITÄT MÜNCHEN
MISU – MUNICH INTERNATIONAL SUMMER UNIVERSITY
CONTACT@LMU-MISU.DE WWW.LMU-MISU.DE